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Nowadays, the functional
analysis of genomes strongly
relies on the usage of
computers and bioinformatics
software applications. To
carry out a functional analysis
of a microbial genome, an
integration of the genome
data with expression data at
the proteome level is crucial.
A software environment for
the integration, management,
analysis and structured
visualization of these hetero-
geneous data sets is therefore
required in order to support
performance and effective-
ness of functional genome
analysis.

In this regard, ARB-Genome,
the integrated bioinformatic
system for storing, managing,
and displaying annotated
genome data, has been
extended for the integration
of proteome analysis data.
The new ARB “Proteome-
Genome-Toolkit (PGT)” has
been implemented into ARB-
Genome. The integration of
proteome data with annotated
genome data into a single
database is performed with
the import of proteome data.
PGT implements functions for
loading and displaying images
of 2D protein gels as well as
for superimposing proteome
analysis data to respective
protein spots. The on-click
selection functionality enables
fast representation of spot
specific protein information as
well as the selection of data
destined for comparative
quantitative analysis. A link
between proteome and
genome data can be defined
automatically or user specific.
Linking genome and proteome
data a structured combined
visualization of both proteome
and genome data could be
realized.

We introduce the extended
ARB-Genome package with its
new database, analysis and
visualization programs for the
functional analysis of genome
data of prokaryotes. An
integrative database with
extensive search and analysis
tools is combined with a
powerful visualization engine
which is capable of producing
interactive representations of
complex molecular data sets.

SUMMARY Protein Genome Toolkit (PGT)

ARB Genome3D is an extension to Genome tool with three dimensional capabilities to visualize genome maps in 3D environment. Three
dimensional rendering is done using OpenGL graphical library. Usually fully annotated genomes, retrieved from the public databanks, are
imported to ARB Genome and maintained locally along with the additional data such as proteome data. Genome maps can be visualized as either
circular or linear displays. Genes can be queried with simple to complex string search and can be further annotated with color schemes and
gene-specific information. Here, the entire genome map of Escherichia coli has been shown in circular (A) and linear (B) map. The complete
display can be easily moved, rotated and zoomed using mouse and key combination. The actual sequence of the genes can be read either as
nucleic acid (AGCT) or amino acid by zooming into the desired gene. A part of the genome block has been shown in detail in the
figure C where the insets, D and E, shows nucleic acid and amino acid sequence in more detail, respectively.

ARB Genome3D: Three-Dimensional Genome Map
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is done in a 2-step procedure. 1. Assignment of
Proteome data fields to existing or new ARB database
fields by defining reference column and data field for
linking proteome data with genome data. 2. Data
Integration and is done by creating new ARB
database fields during importing and establishing links
of protein entries (proteome) with the corresponding
genes (genome).

Proteome Data ImportDisplays currently selected “Genome”,
“Experiment” and “Proteome Data”.
The main PGT-functions such as
“Proteome Data Import”, “Interactive
Proteome Image Viewer”, and
“Quantitative Analysis” can be
initiated by respective buttons.

PGT Main Interface

visualizes an image of a 2D protein gel (Rhodopirellula
baltica, pH 4-7). A second layer calculated from
quantitative annotation data and coordinates, is
superimposed. Selected and marked spots are visualized in
different colors (identified proteins, marked proteins).
Selection labeling can be transferred to the corresponding
genome data and visualized within the genome map.

Interactive Proteome Image Viewer

integration into an ARB genome database
comprises an image of a 2D protein gel (a)
and related annotations from image and
protein analysis (b) for each experiment.
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As the proteome data is fully integrated with the genome data the selections of
protein spots within the “interactive proteome image view” can be transferred to
the corresponding coding sequences, and visualized within the radial view of the
genome map (1). The genes of identified proteins are displayed in yellow,
genes of specifically marked protein in red. Inset 2 shows a part of genome
in more detail. The respective gene annotation can be seen in figure 3.

Proteome-Genome Map
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